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Abstract In this article the author focuses on Mya Taylor’s singing performance as Alexandra in the

2015 comedy-drama film Tangerine as a performative index of black trans women’s futures. Con-

textualizing her performance within the larger, dangerous world for most black trans sex workers that

the film portrays largely without critique, the author argues that this scene offers Alexandra, and

black trans viewers of the film, a brief reprieve from the anxieties of social and state oppression and

allows her (andus) to breathe, andwithin that breath to imagine toward radical futures that resist the

binary of resistance and compliance, to imagine otherly. The author draws on black trans studies,

black feminist theory, and black cultural andmedia studies to articulate how this film as a unique and

crucial moment of black trans cultural production also offers us a key moment in theorizing black

trans epistemology.
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“The Audacity to Breathe”: An Affective Approach to Black Trans Possibilities

O nly a few months into my transition as a black trans woman, I saw a new

movie on Netflix called Tangerine.1 My partner, a white trans man, encour-

aged me to watch it, and I agreed only if we made a date of it. During the hour-

and-a-half film, we laughed, cried, and argued about politics. Once the film was

over, we were transformed by the beauty of the actors’ performances. Not only

did Mya Taylor (Alexandra) and Kitana Kiki Rodriguez (Sin-Dee) give stunning

performances, but we were fortunate to watch black trans women portray black

trans women on screen: self-representation that is revolutionary (though it

should not be). Although visibility and representation are challenging concepts in

trans studies and politics, exemplified by Che Gossett and Juliana Huxtable’s

(2017: 45) critique of visibility as “a scattering of people without any redistribution

of power,” I found extreme satisfaction, both personally and intellectually, in

observing these women portraying experiences of existing within the matrix of

antiblackness, misogyny, transphobia, and whorephobia they themselves have
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endured because it signaled a moment of varied self-recognition. We are all black

trans women—me, Taylor, Rodriguez, and their characters—and yet our narra-

tives are not homogenous, though we fall similarly under routinized enactments

of power. As Marquis Bey (2016: 34) writes in his essay on black transfeminist

thought, “my corporeality is the vessel through which I understand the world”;

therefore, witnessing these characterizations signals an important moment for

meditating on the conditions of possibility for black trans women to move, ges-

ture, and imagine toward the future. Tangerine, specifically Alexandra’s singing

performance scene, maintains the possibility for black trans people—viewer and

character alike—to imagine and express forms of knowledge and ways of existing

with systems of domination that do not rely on the binary of resistance and

assimilation.

Tangerine centers its trans characters in a way that does not posit them as

villains, tricksters, or sinners, but as complex women who live difficult, though

sometimes humorous, lives. Nonetheless, the film portrays the daily violences

experienced by Alexandra and Sin-Dee as natural and expected—they are black

trans women and sex workers. The expectation of violence and oppression

illustrates what C. Riley Snorton and Jin Haritaworn (2013: 66) term “trans

necropolitics” or “the discursive and representational politics of trans death and

trans vitality.” This signaling of the precarity of black trans life is echoed by black

trans activist Lourdes Ashley Hunter’s (2015) bold assertion that “every breath a

black trans woman takes is an act of revolution.” Even further, Hunter’s decla-

ration is animated by its resonance with the 2014 murder of Eric Garner, during

which he repeated, “I can’t breathe.” The inability to breathe, to aspirate, struc-

tures black and trans life, and I offer the concept of “imagining otherly,” in part,

as a way to think through how the reprieve, the ability to catch one’s breath, that

illustrates Alexandra’s singing performance structures how we might think of

black trans futures and knowledges. Imagining otherly seeks to suggest an epis-

temological escape from the precarious confines that trans necropolitics posit.

In this essay, I focus specifically on one scene: Alexandra’s singing per-

formance. The part of the scene I discuss begins with Alexandra pacing outside

the club called Mary’s to her covertly handing money to the doorman after

performing. I suggest the performance in this scene offers the clearest articulation

of imagining otherly, which functions as both a survival tactic and epistemo-

logical framework for addressing the possibilities that lie in moving beyond the

polarizing ways of engaging with power: to resist or comply. Imagining otherly

attempts to reveal the pathways to other radical forms of possibility for black trans

women’s futurity by thinking, as Kai M. Green (2015: 196) writes, “toward possi-

bilities outside of those that have been deemed permissible by the state.” Imagining

otherly provides an alternative framework for thinking about the stakes of black
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trans representation in media by foregrounding the possibility of escape to some

imagined elsewhere, a knowledge project that, I hope, uniquely positions black

trans people’s engagement with futurity instead of reveling in the supposed arrival

of equality and change that ideas such as the “transgender tipping point” herald.

Instead of focusing merely on the ramifications of representation, this

essay questions what black trans epistemology looks like and what value we might

find in black trans knowledge. As the editors of the TSQ special issue “The Issue of

Blackness” claim, they see “Black feminist theory as essential to black trans theory

and to transgender studies. Black feminist thought, labor, and commitment have

been essential to the de/construction of gender and sexuality” (Ellison et al. 2017:

166). Understanding that these fields are interlocking is paramount to developing

black trans political and epistemological stances. Certainly this project already has

academic and creative roots. Scholars, artists, and activists such as Miss Major

Griffin-Gracy, Matt Richardson, C. Riley Snorton, Kai M. Green, Dora Silva

Santana, Tourmaline, Che Gossett, Marquis Bey, and others have laid critical

foundations for thinking about how the experiences of black trans people mat-

ter.2 This essay seeks to engage with black feminist and trans studies by centering

the forms and contours of knowledge produced by black trans sex workers in

Tangerine and offering a way of reading their visual presentation that suggests a

divorce from constricting forms of resistance and engagement with oppressive

structures.

“Out Here It’s All about Our Hustle, and That’s It”:

Staging Black Trans Imaginations

Released in 2015 by Magnolia Pictures, Tangerine follows two black trans sex

workers—Sin-Dee Rella and Alexandra—on Christmas Eve in Los Angeles. Sin-

Dee has just been released from a twenty-eight-day stint in jail and, upon catching

up with her friend Alexandra, discovers that her pimp/boyfriend Chester has been

cheating on her with a white “fish,” meaning a cisgender woman. Enraged, Sin-

Dee storms across Los Angeles in search of this fish and Chester, the quest from

which the film’s hilarity stems. This other woman’s whiteness and cisness

heightens the viewing audience’s awareness of Sin-Dee’s blackness and transness.

Sin-Dee’s return from jail further notes the perilous connections black trans

women—those who are sex workers, in particular—have with carceral power.

That her boyfriend—whose relationship to Sin-Dee cannot be divorced from his

position as her pimp—is cheating with a white cis woman plays into seemingly

commonplace situations in which black trans women are found only on the

periphery of permissible desirability, easily replaceable by those with more racial

and sexual capital.

In her pursuit of this fish—whose name is Dinah, as Sin-Dee expertly

uncovers—Sin-Dee drags an unhappy and disapproving Alexandra along. As we
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see throughout the film, Alexandra expresses disdain toward Sin-Dee’s never-

ending drama. Despite revealing Chester’s infidelity, Alexandra wants nothing to

do with Sin-Dee’s revenge, thus complicating her relationship with her friend. The

crusade to find Chester’s lover takes the viewers around the block, encountering

several of the “girls,” as in other black trans women who engage in sex work.

Despite her reluctance to accompany Sin-Dee on this quest, Alexandra goes

along, using the opportunity to pass out flyers advertising a singing performance

she will give at Mary’s. While passing out the flyers around the block to the girls,

Alexandra’s request for an audience takes on a doubled tone, both pleading and

commanding. In the same breath, Alexandra asks the girls, “Please be there

tonight. Don’t disappoint me,” and then employs the forceful refrain “Mary’s at

7:00! Mary’s at 7:00! Mary’s at 7:00!” This doubled tone, accompanied by assertive

pointing and a stern facial expression hidden behind sunglasses, also signals an

insecurity Alexandra has with trans women of color in the film, including Sin-

Dee. The girls hesitantly agree to come, and Alexandra carries on with Sin-Dee in

search of Chester and his lover. Later in the film, Alexandra encounters a different

group of girls on the block and yells, “Don’t forget my performance at 7:00!”

followed with a hushed “Ugly ass bitches.” Behind her back, the girls sneer at

Alexandra, saying hurtful things about her body and undesirability. During

Alexandra’s request for an audience, the camera focuses on her body language—

she walks quickly and rigidly on the sidewalk, keeping her interaction with the

girls to aminimum—and the way she expresses both anxiety and impatience with

members of her community, indexing Alexandra’s visual and verbal relationship

with the girls. Encountering the girls here matters because they do not appear later

at the performance. The requested presence and received absence evidence the

discordant relationship among trans women of color in Tangerine.

While Alexandra advertises her performance and interacts with a few

clients, Sin-Dee has finally found Dinah and holds her hostage. We see the two

women riding the bus to Donut Time, and the camera cross-cuts to Alexandra as

she paces outside Mary’s, hoping someone shows up for her performance. As if by

telepathy, Sin-Dee realizes the time and quickly exits the bus with Dinah and

heads to Mary’s. Upon entering the nearly empty club, Alexandra, Sin-Dee, and

Dinah head straight to the bathroom, where the lighting is dim but colorful.

Alexandra struggles with her makeup, her anxiety on full display. Sin-Dee helps

her “fix her mug,” or apply makeup, reminding her, “That’s what everybody’s

looking at.” This gesture further complicates Sin-Dee and Alexandra’s friendship,

seemingly moving away from its discordant nature.

As the performance begins, the staging and close-up shot of Alexandra

singing attempts to capture the performance as a respectable demonstration of

talent. Sitting on a small stool on a small stage in front of a microphone stand with
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silvery tinsel, Alexandra, wearing a red dress and red lipstick, begins to sing. As she

sings, with a red curtain draped behind her, she maintains a stiff pose and

emotionless facial expression. She has both hands placed on her knee, legs

crossed, facing the crowd, proving her ability to not only perform well but also

exude proper femininity. Alexandra’s posturing illustrates a performative adop-

tion of “respectability politics, heteronormative standards, and class privilege,”

what Julian Kevon Glover (2016: 340) terms “transnormativity.” Alexandra’s

attitude toward Sin-Dee and other trans women in the film and performance of

apparent respectability index a desire for upward mobility, to gain reprieve from

the hegemonic systems that oppress her. But I do not believe that is going on here.

Rather, I argue that the visuality of Alexandra’s performance registers how

imagining otherly provides an escape route from those hegemonic systems. Here,

I draw on Juana María Rodríguez’s deployment of fantasy to underscore the

complex maneuvers that imagining otherly offers. In her book Sexual Futures,

Queer Gestures, and Other Latina Longings, Rodríguez (2014: 26) draws on the

work of Judith Butler, Leo Bersani, and José Esteban Muñoz to establish fantasy’s

function as “an escape from the real-world materiality of living, breathing bodies,

but as a way to conjure and inhabit an alternative world in which other forms

of identification and social relations become imaginable” (italics added). For

Rodríguez, “queer understandings of sexual futures” (27) depend critically on the

ability to fantasize, to “inhabit the imagined elsewhere of a radical sexual sociality”

(26). She principally draws from Butler’s (2004: 29; italics added) “critical promise

of fantasy,” which, in Undoing Gender, she describes as that which “allows us to

imagine ourselves and others otherwise.” I italicize these key words of Rodríguez
and Butler to textually lay bare the ways in which my conception of imagining

otherly is indebted to the concept of fantasy, how systems of domination and

polarized responses to that domination—resistance and compliance—are

pivoted on otherwise, approached in differently imagined ways. Understanding

the process of imagining otherly through the valence of fantasy clarifies that

Alexandra is not simply striving for a transnormative self-presentation but

actively demonstrating a possible and alternative pathway for a black trans sex

worker. This articulation interrupts hegemonic discourses on representation,

illustrating Che Gossett’s (2017: 185) claim that “blackness ruptures trans repre-

sentability, respectability, and visibility.” Other paths, such as singing the song

“Toyland,”3 become clear and possible by imagining otherly.

The song “Toyland” is an apt choice for Alexandra’s performance, not only

because the events of Tangerine take place on Christmas Eve but also because the

song lyrics evidence the necessity of imagination, given the impossibility of

moving toward Butler’s otherwise. The song illustrates how wonderful the land of

Toyland is for little boys and girls, who will never want to leave once they enter.
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The song creates an image of a place without struggle where one can flourish.

Through the song’s imagery as a fantastical escape mechanism, I contend, Alex-

andra desires Toyland and imagines herself there, producing an alternative reality

and an alternative future for herself. Alexandra deploys Toyland as a “freedom

dream,” a truly utopic place where she could imagine a life other than the one the

film’s narrative plans for her and fulfill Robin D. G. Kelley’s (2002: 2) belief that

“the map to a new world is in the imagination.” Considering Toyland as a utopia

allows the viewer to understand that imagining herself within or as moving

toward this place is made possible only by its artifice. Alexandra can dream

toward Toyland because she will never truly reach it, though, as L. H. Stallings

(2015: 211) reminds us in Funk the Erotic, “It is only in recognizing one’s mythical

status that the process of making inventive futures can begin.” Alongside freedom

dreams, Kai Green’s deployment of tranifestation provides a generative way of

understanding how Alexandra’s performance imagines otherly and marks the

impossible-possible of Toyland. He claims, “Tranifesting, or transformative

manifesting, describes the theories, methods, and modes and forms of self-

representation that attempt to call into being flexible collectivities or groupings

whose articulation transforms normative understandings of race, gender, sex, and

sexuality” (2013: 300).

Alexandra’s performance allows her to move away from the transmiso-

gyny, antiblackness, anti–sex work sentiment, and capitalist forces that impact her

experiences throughout the film and produce an alternative future via imagina-

tion of other paths. This process of disidentifying with the interlocking systems of

power that negatively impact her life reveals her performance to be both a per-

sonal freedom dream and also a veiled survival tactic. Alexandra widely advertised

her performance to the girls on the block to form strong(er) bonds of community

among black trans women and to also perform other futures for them. If wit-

nessing one black trans woman give an excellent singing performance was enough

to convince another girl to chart a new path, then Alexandra’s mission would be

accomplished, and such a manifestation might draw the community even closer

together.

Once the performance is done, Alexandra pays the doorman for allowing

her to sing, revealing the lengths that black trans women must go through to even

demonstrate their chances for other kinds of existence as well as the impossibility

of reaching any kind of Toyland. This monetary exchange signals the complex

relations between the materiality of black trans women’s lives and the limited,

though productive, ways by which they aspire, fantasize, and imagine otherly.

Indeed, Alexandra’s performance scene stands out as a captivating cinematic

moment that showcases not only the vocal talents of a black trans woman but also

her capability to adapt to a different kind of environment, one in which she might

flourish and find fulfillment. Understanding Alexandra as tranifesting a different
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path by imagining otherly also allows us to perceive how Alexandra is creating a

new (form of) knowledge with her performance. This scene is critical because

while the rest of the film upholds the hegemonic epistemological relationships

between black trans women and state power—depicting scenes of poverty,

abjection, and sexual violence, for instance—Alexandra’s performance provides a

tiny reprieve, a moment for viewer and character alike to imagine otherly. This

scene takes a break from those strict, grounded sources of interlocking oppres-

sions for black trans women who engage in sex work and allows Alexandra to

perform “survival and breathing and [the] possibility of transfeminine desire amid

and beyond our social and material conditions” (Raha 2017: 632). The estimations

and analyses I have outlined allow us to understand how, in a way, this scene does

not make sense with the rest of the film. It divorces itself from the hegemonic

outline for black trans women’s lives that Tangerine generally upholds and makes

its own sense, producing its own knowledge about what potential such lives carry.

Performance, it would seem, is also not a luxury.4

Toward a Black Trans Epistemology

Alexandra’s performance not only illuminates how imagining otherly signals a

critical engagement with systems of domination that limit the possible pathways

for black trans women; it also signals its epistemic function, meaning that this

engagement with imagining the future is a process of knowledge production.

Thinking through imagining otherly, fantasy, freedom dreams, and tranifesting,

we might ask what Alexandra’s performance tells us about knowledge, its pro-

duction, its articulation, and the stakes a black trans epistemology has for black

trans women. How does her performance gesture toward different approaches of

embodied black trans knowledge? Performance can be a method for political

expression and a veiled survival tactic. Advertising her singing performance was a

way for Alexandra to demonstrate that she had the capability of transforming her

life and of doing things differently in service to her own desires and joy. This is

why I claim tranifesting specifically as a framework for imagining otherly as well

as an epistemological function that points us toward understanding how black

trans peoples’ labor and value might lead to alternative trans futures. The per-

formance scene allows viewers to see that other paths are available to black trans

women, even when they have to forge them themselves.

Love, specifically in its “forms of care and support,” as articulated by Nat

Raha (2017: 637), provides another ground on which to theorize black trans

epistemology. In their article “‘She Came to Liberate’: Janet Mock and Revolu-

tionary Love among TransWomen,” Timothy S. Lyle (2017) explicates Mock’s first

memoir Redefining Realness and offers the term revolutionary love, a concept they

note as first articulated during the black arts movement, to describe how trans
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women of color (most importantly, those who were sex workers) showed love to

Mock as a young black trans girl and helped her create and understand com-

munity. Discordant understandings of community are another facet of black

trans meaning making in Tangerine. It illustrates what Raha (2017: 637) defines as

radical transfeminism, an analytic and praxis that helps trans women (of color)

“through working together, over and across material precarity.” This specific kind

of love permits both a discordant relationship between the girls as well as a solid

defense and protection of each other. While Alexandra prepares herself for her

performance in the club bathroom, Sin-Dee uses the toilet and wipes her urine-

stained hands on Dinah’s hair, demeaning her as they take up space together.

Mirroring this encounter, Sin-Dee, having learned that Alexandra betrayed their

friendship by sleeping with Chester, storms off to pursue clients, which results in

urine being thrown in her face, along with homophobic and transphobic slurs. As

a loving and sisterly gesture, Alexandra takes Sin-Dee to the nearby laundromat,

helps her wash her clothes and her wig, and even gives Sin-Dee her own wig to

ease her comfort while they wait. Hair is a central and politicized aspect of black

women’s daily experiences, and this gesture signals a fierce love and dedication to

sisterhood. Just a moment ago, Sin-Dee despised Alexandra but now embraces

her as a beloved friend who took care of her. Radical transfeminism’s priority of

care and support provides an epistemological backing to imagining otherly,

showing how it reveals the sometimes contradictory epistemic nature of black

trans women community formations. Thinking through this, how might Alex-

andra’s performance evidence an epistemic formation that moves her closer to

transformation, either material or imagined? One could imagine that Alexandra,

had she a larger audience, could have radically transformed the fabric of her

community and instilled a form of social justice change. One could also imagine

her becoming a famous and well-received singer, perhaps of holiday songs.

According to Tangerine, all Alexandra leaves her performance with is the love of

her friend Sin-Dee, and I contend that there are political and community-based

stakes in this love. Tangerine illustrates this clearly. This shows us that no matter

the outcome, the gesture of daring to imagine itself might be a productive move

toward collective liberation and personal joy.

LaVelle Ridley is a queer black transsexual woman and a doctoral candidate in women’s studies

and English at the University of Michigan. Her work focuses on twentieth- and twenty-first-

century African American fiction, black feminist theory, queer of color critique, and trans-

gender studies. She is currently working on a dissertation that examines contemporary black

trans narratives and theorizes how these narratives illuminate a larger black trans literary

genealogy, one specifically structured by radical abolitionist praxis.
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Notes

1. I draw this section title from Marquis Bey’s (2016: 45) article “The Shape of Angels’

Teeth.”

2. Here, I would especially like to express gratitude for Dora Silva Santana and her essay

“Transitionings and Returnings: Experiments with the Poetics of Transatlantic Water”

(2017). Not only does Silva Santana bring up important interventions in how we can

think about the fluidity of water and life and its relationship to transatlantic studies and

black trans studies, but she also provides a blueprint of how a black trans woman can

take up personal as well as critical space in academic writing. Her essay, as well as her

warmth and generosity, have greatly inspired my own writing style and desire to center

myself and other trans women of color.

3. The version of “Toyland” Alexandra performs comes from Doris Day’s 1964 recording of

the song from the original 1903 operetta Babes in Toyland by Victor Herbert and Glen

MacDonough.

4. Here I signify on the title of Audre Lorde’s classic essay “Poetry Is Not a Luxury” (1984).
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